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Kazoku ni narou yo (Let's make a family) / Masaharu Fukuyama  

Lyrics: Masaharu Fukuyama,   Interpretation: Norick 

 

"Hyaku nen tatte mo suki de ite ne" 

("Stay in love with me even 100 years later")  

Minna no mae de komarase tari 

(I embaraassed you even in front of our friends) 

 

Sore demo tonari de waratte kure te  

(Thank you for still smiling beside me) 

Erande kurete arigatou 

(and for chosing me for all that) 

 

Dorehodo fukaku shinji atte mo 

(No matter how deep we believe each other)  

Wakaranai koto mo aru deshou 

(There might be something we can't get each other) 

Sono kodoku to yorisoi ikiru ko ga 

(To live along such solitude)  

"Aisuru" to iu koto kamo shirenai kara... 

(That might mean "to love", so that ...)  

 

Itsuka otousan mitai ni ookina senaka de 

(Someday with a big back like my father)  

Itsuka okaasan mitai ni shizuka na yasashisa de 

(Someday with quiet tenderness like my mother)  

Donna koto mo koete yukeru kazoku ni narou yo 

(Let's make a family that can get over anything)  

 

Chiisana koro wa karada ga yowaku te 

(I had poor health in my childhood)  

Sugu ni naite amaeteta no 

(I readily cried for thoughtful help)  

 

Itsumo jibun no koto bakari seiippai de 

(It is all I can do just for myself) 

Oyakoukou nante dekite nai kedo 

(I couldn't have been good for my parents) 

 



Ashita no watashi wa ｓorehod kaware nai to shite mo 

(Even if I clouldn't change myself so much tomorrow) 

Ippo zutu atae rareru hito kara 

(I wish change myself step by step)  

Ataeru hito e kawatte yuketa nara 

(From the one who receives to the one who gives) 

 

Itsuka ojiichan mitai ni mukuchi na tsuyosa de 

(Someday with silent strength like my grandpa) 

Itsuka obaachan mitai ni kawaii egao de 

(Someday with a cute smile like my grandma) 

Anata to nara ikite yukeru sonna futari ni narou yo 

(I can live on if with you, so let's become such a couple) 

 

Itsuka anata no egao ni yoku nita otokonoko to 

(Someday with a little boy who's smile resembles yours) 

Itsuka watashi to onaji nakimushi na onnanoko to 

(Someday with a little girl who readily cries like me) 

Donna koto mo koete ikeku kazoku ni narou yo 

(Let's make a family that can get over anything) 

 

Anata to nara ikite yukeru  

(I can live on if with you) 

Shiawase ni narou yo 

(Let's become happy) 


